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WIFI & DVR 4K CAR KEYCHAIN HIDDEN CAMERA 

Model Number – wf-dvr-key 
 
Short Description 
WiFi 4K DVR Car Keychain Hidden Camera is available to order online or call our office. Most 
debit/credit cards accepted including discreet overnight express post-delivery. Ideal nanny 
cam, handheld spy camera or miniature body worn camera. This new miniature WiFi & DVR 
Super HD spy camera is amazing.   
 
Hidden Camera Surveillance WiFi 1080P Spy CarKey remote control looks like any other but 
it’s a “dummy” remote concealing a built in Ultra HD 4K colour pinhole camera with audio and 
real time live recording up to an amazing 120 FPS so in terms of quality, it surpasses most 
other security cameras 5 times the size.   
  
Description 
Pictured below is our latest mini hidden camera car-key or keychain remote control spy 
camera. It will record for 90 minutes on just one charge but if you happen to connect it to power 
(Australian 5V power supply will be included) or a portable power bank, the recording potential 
isn’t battery dependant as such.  
 
All camera functions are controlled directly through the smart phone App via local P2P settings.  
This miniature hidden camera creates a WiFi hotspot so users can see the camera live on their 
mobile phone. Record video and audio directly to your phone or allow the concealed micro SD 
memory card to record and playback later.   
 
Please note this camera does not support 4G or remote WiFi access. In other words, this spy 
camera isn’t connected to your WiFi router but rather P2P or local WiFi only, similar to 
Bluetooth.  The authorised user must be within a certain range of the 4K DVR Car Keychain 
Hidden Camera.  
 
What makes this hidden security spy camera different from others? If someone suspicious 
were to pick up this dummy car remote control camera and closely examine it, there’s no 
reason to suspect it’s anything other than a genuine car remote. 
 
To make the WiFi DVR HD Spy CarKey Remote Control Camera even more discreet, attach 
a bunch of keys to it. It even comes with a bottle opener and a removeable belt clip. Otherwise, 
handhold the camera to push button record on/off or simply lay the keys on a bench or table 
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to continuously record audio and video to the concealed optional internal micro-SD memory 
card anywhere from 16GB to 128GB capacity.  However, users may also record directly to 
phone memory if preferred.  
 
Everyone carries car keys so what could be better?  It’s important from a customer’s point of 
view not to become paranoid about it.  You know what it is but no one else will.  
 

 
 
Typical Scenario 
Let’s assume you have a discussion with a person and that person is lying or abusive in some 
way. From an evidence point of view, who said or did what could be important.  Perhaps an 
ex-spouse, employer, or employee, DVO breach, someone stealing etc, the reasons are 
endless.  
 
The fact is, you need video and/or audio evidence proof and this could be just the key. The 
concealed audio and video recording is genuine with an exact watermarked time and date 
stamp. The key-chain spy camera automatically takes the time and date from your smart phone 
with no need to manually set it.  
 
There are various means of recording and just to explain, the camera is the recorder. 
Concealed within the dummy CarKey spy camera is a micro-SD Class 10 memory card up to 
128GB.  It’s a simple on/off recording button or use the App and see what the camera can see 
on your phone.  
 
The great thing about this camera is you that don’t need to be in a WiFi zone to record. For 
instance, you may be sitting on a park bench where no WiFi is available.  However, the camera 
can still wirelessly communicate with your mobile phone in local P2P mode.  Similar in some 
ways to Bluetooth but in this instance called local WiFi.  That means you have live control over 
the hidden spy camera directly from your mobile phone. Whilst the optional SD memory card 
is concealed within the camera casing, you could in effect record directly to your phone 
memory thus bypassing the SD card.  
 
When in use the camera has a power battery capacity of around 1 to 1.5 hours.  However, it 
can be connected to 5V power for a more permanent use. Connecting to power will also charge 
the battery. Please note this is NOT a CCTV camera and therefore shouldn’t be left unattended 
and powered indefinitely.  If you require longer term recording, a USB Power Bank will do the 
job as the battery is larger or connect to our included 5V USB power supply. 
 
Obviously, one would not hand hold the camera when connected to power, it would look silly 
however, the CarKey hidden camera is so small it’s very easy to power and hide.  
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What happens when the SD card is full?  
This dummy Car keychain spy camera app allows the user to select recycle recording when 
full but there is an App alert when the card is getting close to full.  If you have any concerns 
that the camera may overwrite an important event recording, then back up to phone or PC 
memory. MAC also supported.  
 
 
 

 
 
How fast will it use my SD card memory when recording? 
There are several factors to take into consideration including the desired resolution as this 
camera can record in 4K Ultra HD.  If set to the highest resolution using our optional 128GB 
micro Class 10 or better memory card, expect the card to be nearing full in 6 hours of constant 
recording.  
 
Remember with a wide variety of recording options, should you select a lower HD1080P record 
setting, then expect around 12 hours of constant recording. Similarly, if set to the lower 720P 
quality, again this would effectively double or quadruple the recording duration. 720P is still 
very high quality so you won’t be disappointed either way.  

Our keychain spy camera with a built-in WIFI 4K UltraHD looks like any other key fob. It’s small 
enough to be pocket carried or clipped to your car keys or belt.   

The WIFI 4K Ultra HD hidden car keychain camera has instant recording without raising any 
suspicion.  The built-in Sony IMX179 4K 8.0 Megapixel sensor captures extremely clear video 
with audio. It also captures remarkable detail from a distance, even when compared to other 
security cameras five times the size. The video frame rate can be set to a massive 120 frames 
per second (FPS).  This high speed recording delivers incredibly smooth playback with less 
blur including stabilization when recording action.    

Built-in WIFI allows for live video and audio streaming directly to your smartphone or tablet 
provided it’s within a 10m range and depending on obstacles between the camera and 
phone.  With our free app, you can start, stop, and/or download directly to your smartphone or 
tablet. Share videos instantly to social media.  

At the press of a button, record video instantly through the app or to key-chain memory.  Audio 
can be set to on or off in video mode, audio recording mode only or photo mode only all from 
the key fob or the app.  Photo quality as high as 30 Megapixel which is outstanding.   Video 
playback is easy too. Just connect to a USB port on your PC or Mac or connect over WIFI to 
your smartphone or tablet. Sharing, playback, and saving videos is easy.  
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Specifications 
Supports local WiFi only 
Resolution: 3840 x 2160 Live Streaming 
Constant Audio and Video Recording to SD card or phone memory 
Selectable Photo Mode – 30MP, 20MP, 14MP, 10MP, 7MP, 5MP or 4MP 
Built in lithium rechargeable battery 
Operational time 90 minutes per charge 
Can be 5V powered for long term recording 
Video Format: AVI 
Supports up to 128GB Class 10 micro SD (stores up to 6hrs Video at UHD setting) 
Selectable Resolution 4K Ultra HD, 2.7K SHD, 1080P, 720P  
Free Smartphone App 
Night Vision – No but 1 Lux clear video even in low light conditions  
Frame: 25fps to 120fps Real time ultra-clear HD 
Audio: Pinhole Microphone built in and in-sync with video 
Visual Angle: 72 degrees 
Rechargeable lithium battery 
Compressed Format: H.264 
Maximum memory capacity: Micro SD Card up to 128GB 
Player Software: VLCPlayer/SMPlayer, Windows Media Player etc. 
Computer Operating System: Windows/Mac OS X 
Mobile Phone Operating System: Android/iOS 
Web browser: IE7 and above, Chrome, Firefox, Safari etc 
1 year manufacturer warranty 
Built in pinhole lens 
4K Super HD Resolution 
Quick recording 
 

 
 
 
Suggested use 
Personal Protection – Hold the Keychain body Camera inn your hand, pocket, or purse, and 
instantly capture the video evidence you need with the push of a button. 
 
Being Harassed or abused - If you’re dealing with harassment from neighbours, co-workers, 
family, or others, our 4K Ultra HD hidden car keychain camera  is a handy and reliable means 
to obtain that needed proof.  
 
Job Interviews - Record your interview to improve interviewing skills. 
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Home Movies  – Kids can be camera shy when they know they’re being recorded so record 
them naturally but secretly and capture precious unaware moments. 

Delivery Proof - If you deliver goods or food for a living, it’s a sure way to prevent discrepancy 
by quickly recording every delivery including a time and date stamp for authenticity.  

Spy security cameras are commonly designed to discreetly monitor a specific zone. You may 
wish to keep an eye on valued goods and belongings.  Is the cleaner suspected of being 
potentially being light fingered?  It may be that you have a co-worker or nanny suspected of 
stealing. Perhaps when a child is being minded, it’s peace of mind if nothing else, know the 
child is being well treated.   

The reasons for needing a hidden camera are endless but the point is, even if this device 
doesn’t suit your needs, we do have a range of other WiFi Spy Cameras  which work in a 
similar fashion but look completely different.   
 
Hidden Camera Surveillance even has DIY Hidden Cameras that can be hidden in everyday 
home items of your choice. If you feel that introducing something new into the home or office 
could potentially arouse suspicion, our DIY WiFi or DVR spy cameras could be the answer as 
YOU then hide the camera inside a device of your choice.  
 
What’s the difference between a WiFi & DVR Hidden Camera? 
There is a fundamental difference between this Car-Key HD WiFi Spy Camera and a similar 
albeit cheaper DVR Car-Key spy camera 
 
 

 
 
HCS offers both camera options but to briefly explain, a DVR hidden camera is armed and 
disarmed with the push of a button.  Users will normally feel a short vibration on and a double 
short vibration off.  This enables the camera to be switched on/off and stop/start recording by 
simply pressing a button whilst being handheld.  A DVR hidden camera on the other hand 
doesn’t support remote access to a phone and that’s the main difference. 
 
The DVR Carkey Spy Camera looks similar however, to view or playback recordings it’s 
necessary to remove the SD card concealed within the camera (or connect a USB lead to PC 
or MAC) and replay those video clips.  Both the DVR and WiFi versions of this spy camera can 
be powered for long term recording, but the WiFi version supports a much higher 4K higher 
resolution with various recording speeds up to 120FPS.  A DVR hidden camera on the other 
hand is cheaper and perhaps easier to use.  
 

https://hiddencamera.com.au/wifi-spy-cameras
https://hiddencamera.com.au/wifi-mini-module-diy-1080p-hd-spy-camera-bundle
https://hiddencamera.com.au/hidden-cameras/carkey-spy-cameras
https://hiddencamera.com.au/hd-1080p-night-vision-motion-detection-carkey-camera-recorder-bundle
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This WiFi carkey hidden spy camera requires the user to download our free App which 
supports both IOS & Android. Users have the option to select their desired recording quality 
whereas similar DVR CarKey Spy Camera will normally have a fixed resolution with not as 
many recording options.  
 
How many cameras does the App Support? 
The App supports 3 cameras simultaneously.  
 

 
 
Tell me more 
In local live P2P or WiFi mode, the authorised user will see live phone to camera video from 
their smart phone app.  In other words, see and hear what the camera can see and hear. Push 
the phone record button to record or use the internal SD memory card instead.   
 
With 4K technology, things like rapid movement blurring and out of focus scenes due to 
movement are a thing of the past. 4K and high speed 120FPS (Frames Per Second) make this 
camera exceptional with resolution totally selectable. On the go means this miniature and 
impressive body camera or Rapidly Deployable Surveillance Kit (RDSK) is a must have for 
investigators.  
 
Other than me can anyone else see my camera? 
It’s a question often asked and rightly so.  In short, the answer is no. When entering a shop, 
home, or office, often your phone will depict a range of wireless routers. Other than your 
personal router, all others are private and can’t be accessed for security reasons hence the 
password access. The same applies to this covert camera. Only you have the App and 
password so to any prying eye, no not possible.   
 
 
Hidden Camera Surveillance (Australia)  
A Division of Forrestbridge Pty Ltd Est 1982 
ABN 82 002 638 708 
sales@hiddencamera.com.au 
www.hiddencamera.com.au  
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